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Objective: To explore the effects of various left anterior descending (LAD) artery-blocked sites on the

development of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and malignant arrhythmia in a swine model.
Methods: Twenty-two pigs underwent occlusion of the coronary artery with balloon angioplasty were

randomly divided into three groups according to the blocked site of the balloon: middle-site-blocked
LAD group, bottom-third-blocked LAD group and control group. Then, the development of AMI and
malignant arrhythmia, including ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation during the process of
model creation, were recorded. Changes of the hemodynamics, blood gas analysis, electrocardiography, and
myocardial enzymes were analyzed in each group before and after occlusion.
Results: Middle-site-LAD blockage resulted in a larger infarction size and the corresponding incidence of

ventricular fibrillation was significantly higher than that of the bottom-third-blocked group (P<0.05). After
the occlusion, the QTc interval of the Middle-site-blocked LAD group was significantly longer than that in
the other groups (P<0.01). Moreover, mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF), and partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2) were significantly lower, but partial pressure of carbon dioxide
(PaCO2) increased, in the Middle-site-blocked-LAD group compared with that in the bottom-third-blocked
group (P<0.01). Compared with the control group, the two LAD-blocked groups showed significantly higher
levels of Mb, CK-MB, LDH, AST and cTnT (P<0.01) four hours after the artery occlusion. However, these
indexes were not significantly different between the two LAD-blocked groups (P>0.05).
Conclusions: Location of LAD blockages in swine models may affect the development of AMI and

malignant arrhythmia.
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Introduction
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is a common
cardiovascular disease characterized by rapid and sudden
morbidity and high mortality (1). The occlusion positions
of the coronary artery are closely correlated with the
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prognosis, among which the left anterior descending (LAD)
is the most commonly blocked (2). LAD block can result in
infarctions of the left anterior ventricular wall, cardiac apex
and lateral wall. The prognosis varies because of different
infarction areas in distinct LAD occlusion locations (3).
AMI is often accompanied by malignant arrhythmia, such
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as ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation
(VF), which account for 60-100% of deaths during the
acute phase of AMI (4,5). Identification of the culprit vessel
and blockage sites of AMI with malignant arrhythmia is one
of the most heated research subjects.
Animal models provide opportunities for clinically
study the pathophysiology and pathogenesis of AMI. The
swine’s heart anatomy and coronary artery are close to
those in humans (6,7), and great similarity exists between
the swine AMI model established by blocking the coronary
artery branch and AMI in humans (8). This present study
employed the swine AMI model established by blocking the
LAD through balloon angioplasty to explore the influence
exerted by different LAD occlusion sites on the morbidity
of AMI and malignant arrhythmia.
Materials and methods
Tested animals
Twenty-two male swine, weighing 26.32±2.15 kg and
3-4 months of age, were purchased from Jiangsu Academy
of Agricultural Sciences and successfully passed inspection
and quarantine.
Materials
Experimental equipment included an ECG monitor
(V24E, Philips), a Labsystem electrical physiology recorder
(Bard, USA), a VIVID 7 heart color ultrasonic diagnostic
apparatus (GE, USA), a digital cardiovascular imaging
system (Siemens, Germany), a cardiac reader analyzer
(Roche, Switzerland), an i-STAT blood gas analyzer (Abbott,
USA), a Vitros 5.1 FS automatic biochemical analyzer
(Johnson & Johnson, USA), a Judkins Right 4.0 catheter, a
guide wire for occlusion of the coronary artery with balloon
angioplasty (Cordis, USA), a second catheter, a second
guide wire for the punctuation of femoral artery, an artery
sheath and a pressure pump (Medtronic).
Acute myocardial infarction model establishment
Twelve hours after a preoperative preparation, animals
received oxygen inhalation (3 L/min), an intramuscular
injection of ketamine (20-25 mg/kg) and atropine (0.5 mg)
to induce anesthesia as described by our group previously
(9,10). Swine were fixed in a supine position on the
workstation, and access to the marginal ear vein was
established. Pentobarbital sodium (3% solution; 60 mg/kg)
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was intravenously injected into the swine to induce a deep
anesthetic state. During the operation, ketamine (100 mg)
was injected intravenously every 20-30 min according to
body motion to maintain anesthesia. After injection with 2%
lidocaine for local anesthesia of the right groin of the swine,
the right femoral artery was punctured to create AMI (11).
Continuous ECG monitoring and vital sign changes were
monitored during the procedure.
The animals were randomly divided into three groups
according to the blocked sites of the balloon: group 1,
control group (n=4), with catheter balloon inserted into the
LAD, but without LAD occlusion; group 2, the bottomthird-blocked LAD group (n=9); and group 3, middlesite-blocked-LAD group (n=9). The femoral artery was
punctured and a sheath was implanted with a guide wire
inside. Diluted heparin (6,000 u) was injected intravenously
and an additional 2,000 u was given every l h during the
operation. The imaging tube was sent retrograde through
the sheath to the coronary opening for angiography. The
position for blocking was determined according to the
imaging results for the bottom-third-blocked and middlesite-blocked-LAD groups. The balloon catheter (2.53.5 mm × 15 mm) with the guide wire was inserted through
the sheath. The balloon was opened with six atmospheres
to block the LAD for 90 minutes (12-14). Then the
blood perfusion was restored. Continuous 12-lead ECG
monitoring was applied during the whole procedure. If
premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) were observed,
the lidocaine and amiodarone dosage was increased. If VT
was shown, intravenous lidocaine and amiodarone were
given immediately. If VF appeared, an immediate 360 J
external defibrillation and external chest compression was
given until the restoration of sinus rhythm (15). Before and
after the model creation, indexes including hemodynamics,
ECG, myocardial enzymology and artery blood gas were
collected to confirm the establishment of the model. The
establishment of the model was assessed by ST elevation
and the occurrence of pathologic Q wave, and confirmed
by the pathological analyses of the hearts after the animals
were sacrificed.
Arrhythmia monitoring and evaluation of AMI and
ventricular fibrillation-cardiac arrest
Intra-operative continuous ECG monitoring was performed
and the occurrence of ventricular arrhythmia was recorded.
According to the international standard of arrhythmia (16),
more than three continuous PVCs was defined as VT, less
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variance. Qualitative variables were compared using the χ2test, unless otherwise indicated. A two-tailed P value of less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Model establishment of AMI and malignant arrhythmia
During the occlusion, the incidence of PVCs (88.89% vs.
100%, P=0.999) and VT (44.44% vs. 88.89%, P=0.134)
were not significantly different between the bottomthird-blocked LAD group and the middle-site-blocked
group, whereas the incidence of VF (33.33% and 100%,
respectively, P=0.012) was significantly higher in the
middle-site-blocked group. During the procedure, ECG
showed that the ST segment was elevated and VT and VF
occurred after LAD occlusion (Figure 1).
QTc interval comparisons
Figure 1 ECG showed that ST segment was elevated and VT and
VF occurred following 30 min of LAD occlusion. VT, ventricular
tachycardia; VF, ventricular fibrillation; LAD, left anterior
descending.

than 30 seconds VT was defined as non-sustained VT, and
more than 30 seconds was defined as persistent VT; the
disappearance of the equipotential line was defined as VF,
which would lead to cardiac arrest if not treated promptly.
Continuous VT and VF were defined as malignant arrhythmia.
Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF), partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2)
and carbon dioxide (PaCO 2) in arteries were recorded
before establishment of the model and 2 h after model
establishment. Myoglobin (Mb), CK-MB, LDH, AST and
cTnT were also collected 4 h after model establishment.
Also, the QT and QTc intervals in each animal were
measured and compared among three groups.
Statistical analyses
Statistical tests were performed in SPSS version 16.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Quantitative variables were
expressed as mean ± SD and compared using an unpaired
Student’s t-test or ANOVA test. Kruskal-Wallis H tests
and Mann-Whitney U tests were used when the data did
not met the normal distribution criteria or homogeneity of
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Compared with the Control group, QTc intervals in the
Bottom-third-blocked LAD group and the middle-siteblocked group were significantly longer and the difference
was statistically meaningful (bottom-third-blocked LAD
group vs. control group, 425.56±21.96 vs. 357.00±14.49,
P<0.01; middle-site-blocked group vs. control group,
462.67±27.55 vs. 357.00±14.49, P<0.01); QT intervals
were statistically different between the middle-siteblocked group and the control group (362.00±29.18 vs.
319.75±17.63, P<0.05). The QTc interval was significantly
increased in the middle-site-blocked LAD group when
compared with that of the bottom-third-blocked LAD
group (462.67±27.55 vs. 425.56±21.96, P<0.01), while QT
intervals were not statistically different between these two
groups (P>0.05) (Table 1).
Comparison of hemodynamic and artery blood gas indexes
before and after model establishment
Hemodynamic and artery blood gas indexes recorded after
the model establishment suggested that MAP, LVEF and
PaO2 indexes in the Bottom-third-blocked group and in
the middle-site-blocked group were significantly lower
than that before the model establishment, while PaCO 2
was significantly higher. The differences in MAP, LVEF,
PaO2 and PaCO2 indexes among the three groups before
the model establishment were not statistically significant
(P>0.05). However, after the occlusion, MAP in the middle-
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Table 1 Comparison of QT and QTc intervals among three groups
ECG indexes

Control group

QT interval (ms)

319.75±17.63

QTc interval (ms)

Bottom-third-blocked LAD group
336.78±20.65

362.00±29.18*

Δ

357.00±14.49

Middle-site-blocked LAD group

425.56±21.96

462.67±27.55Δ,

Δ

LAD, left anterior descending; compared with the control group, *, P<0.05, , P<0.01; compared with the Bottom-third-blocked
LAD group, , P<0.01.

Table 2 Comparison of hemodynamic and artery blood gas indices among three groups
Indexes

Control group

Bottom-third-blocked LAD group

Middle-site-blocked LAD group

MAP (mmHg)
Pre-establishment

78.50±7.59

78.44±7.73

77.56±7.89

Post-establishment

77.49±7.33

69.67±8.22*

57.89±7.10Δ,

Pre-establishment

63.50±6.25

62.89±5.16

64.11±7.42

Post-establishment

62.67±5.96

45.00±6.08Δ

41.56±4.75Δ

198.50±18.91

195.22±18.04

LVEF (%)

PaO2 (mmHg)
Pre-establishment

205.00±30.78

196.33±17.89

84.22±13.94

78.22±25.77Δ

Pre-establishment

39.50±2.65

38.78±2.82

39.22±3.90

Post-establishment

39.09±2.52

46.89±4.20Δ

48.33±2.87Δ

Post-establishment

Δ

PaCO2 (mmHg)

MAP, mean arterial blood pressure; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; PaO2, partial pressure of oxygen; PaCO2, partial pressure
of carbon dioxide; compared with that before model establishment, *, P<0.05, Δ, P<0.01; compared with the Bottom-third-blocked
LAD group, , P<0.01.

Table 3 Comparison of myocardial enzymology among three groups
Myocardial enzyme

Control group

Mb (μg/L)

42.00±15.43

647.33±334.19Δ

864.22±487.77Δ

CK-MB (U/L)

19.75±6.65

6,242.22±2,701.60Δ

7,796.00±3,558.92Δ

LDH (U/L)

195.00±77.09

AST (U/L)

39.25±18.41

cTnT (ng/mL)

Bottom-third blocked LAD group

<0.01

Middle site-blocked LAD group

Δ

1,707.11±646.35Δ

325.67±156.95Δ

433.89±243.31Δ

1,443.89±471.24
Δ

0.47±0.37

0.76±0.64Δ

Mb, myoglobin; compared with the control group, Δ, P<0.01.

site-blocked group was significantly lower than that in the
Bottom-third-blocked group (P<0.01), while LVEF, PaO2
and PaCO2 were not statistically different between the two
groups (P>0.05) (Table 2).
Myocardial enzymology
Myocardial enzymology indexes recorded 4 h after the
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model establishment indicated that Mb, CK-MB, LDH,
AST and cTnT in both the Bottom-third-blocked LAD
group and the middle-site-blocked group were statistically
higher than that in Control group (P<0.01) (Table 3). These
indexes were not significantly different between the bottomthird-blocked LAD group and the middle-site-blocked
group (P>0.05), which suggested that the difference in
occlusion sections of LAD would not influence myocardial
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enzymology after AMI.
Discussion
Malignant arrhythmias are the main causes of sudden
cardiac death following AMI. To predict the severity and
the prognosis of an AMI, changes in hemodynamics, ECG
and myocardial enzymology indexes are usually observed in
the clinic (17).
The structure, size and coronary circulation of the swine
heart are similar to that of humans. It is very similar to
pathological changes of AMI in humans to block the swine
coronary artery branches to induce myocardial infarction,
and this has significant implications for research on the
pathological physiology and the treatment of AMI. Since
there are few branches of the swine coronary artery, it is
hard to establish collateral circulation. A swine’s cardiac
conduction system also has a poor tolerance to ischemia
and hypoxia. Therefore, large infarction area and various
malignant arrhythmias can occur easily when the main
coronary arteries, especially LAD, are occluded (18). The
occlusion of LAD not only leads to massive myocardial
ischemia and necrosis, but also influences the cardiac
conduction system. Cardiac cell membrane potential
decreases and creates the conduction abnormality such as
VT and VF, which have lead to extremely high mortality
rates (19,20). The main reasons for VF include formation
of the turn-back ring following acute myocardial ischemia
and an increase in automaticity as the base of ventricular
arrhythmia, and the low threshold of the ventricular
fibrillation in swine, which is easily induced by ischemia and
reperfusion (21).
In the present study, an AMI model was created by
occluding the bottom-third-site or the middle-site of LAD
through balloon angioplasty, suggesting that VT incidence
was not statistically different between the two infarction
groups. However, the incidence of VF in the middle-siteblocked group was significantly higher than that of the
bottom-third-blocked group. This offers a good reference
for further studies on prediction indexes of malignant
arrhythmia after AMI occurrence.
A previous study showed that QT interval and QTc
interval prolongation after AMI can lead to a longer period
of phase ventricular vulnerability, followed by an increased
susceptibility to rapid ventricular arrhythmia, as well as VT
and VF (22). The present study showed that, compared
with the control group, QTc interval was significantly
prolonged in the Bottom-third-blocked LAD group and the
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middle-site-blocked group. QT interval extension in the
middle-site-blocked LAD group was significantly different
compared with that in the control group. QTc interval in
the middle-site-blocked LAD group was significantly longer
than that in bottom-third-blocked LAD group. Therefore,
QTc interval was more sensitive than QT interval after AMI
which could result a significantly longer QTc interval. The
longer of QTc interval, the more likely to induce malignant
arrhythmia (23,24). For those who have a marked extension
of QTc interval, more attention should be paid to the
possible occurrence of VT and VF. Prolonged QTc interval
might be perceived as an independent prediction factor to
assess the AMI prognosis.
The location of AMI is correlated with blood supply area
of coronary artery branches. A large area infarction caused
by LAD occlusion is usually accompanied by shock, left
ventricular dysfunction, severe hemodynamic disorder and
ventricular arrhythmia. This would lead to an increase in
left ventricular end diastolic pressure and pulmonary venous
pressure, and to pulmonary interstitial and alveolar edema,
decrease in lung compliance and in alveolar ventilation
volume, resulting in disorders of ventilation and blood flow,
abnormality of diffusion function, the decrease of PaO 2
and in the increase of PaCO2 (25). This study indicated
that serious hemodynamic disorder existed in both groups
after the AMI model establishment with significant MAP
and LVEF decrease. MAP in the middle-site-blocked LAD
group was significantly lower than that in bottom-thirdblocked-LAD group. In addition, compared with that before
model establishment, PaO2 decreased significantly while
PaCO2 had a marked increase. Consequently, hemodynamic
and blood gas analyses may, to some extent, reflect the AMI
severity and its prognosis.
AMI affects the heart by exerting direct damage on
the myocardial cells, which can be assessed by the serum
myocardial enzymes test. In this study, compared with
control group, Mb, CK-MB, LDH, AST and cTnT were
significantly higher in the Bottom-third-blocked LAD
group and the middle-site-blocked group while these
indexes were not statistically different between the two AMI
groups. This suggested severe myocardial damage brought
by AMI whereas the difference in occlusion positions
had no significant influence on the change of myocardial
enzymology indexes. Necrosis of cardiac cells induced
by AMI can lead to the aggregate release of myocardial
enzymes, which are later flushed from the infarcted
myocardium into blood because of the flushing effect of
the opened epicardial vessel, resulting in an early rapid rise
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in enzyme concentration (26). Myocardial enzyme index
was recorded 4 h after AMI. The myocardial enzyme level
of this study may not the maximal, and also the rise of
myocardial enzyme level might not reflect the infarction
area.

4.

5.

Conclusions
In conclusion, LAD occlusion positions affected the
occurrence of malignant arrhythmia in an AMI model
established by blocking swine LAD through balloon
angioplasty. The changes of hemodynamic, ECG,
myocardial enzymology and artery blood gas indexes may
help us to predict the severity and prognosis of AMI. Since
the present study is based on animal experiments, it may not
fully reflect the pathophysiological characteristics of clinical
patients. Large-scale and multi-center studies of clinical
application are needed to confirm the results and to provide
more valuable evaluating indicators for risk stratifications of
early AMI patients.
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